1. Introduction
===============

Lung cancer has become one of the most fatal malignant cancers in the world.^\[[@R1]\]^ Early diagnosis could improve the chances of recovery dramatically. Currently, it has been proven that deep analysis of radiographic images can inform and quantify the microenvironment and the extent of intra-tumoral heterogeneity for personalized medicine.^\[[@R2]\]^ Computed tomography (CT) is the best means of screening for lung cancer. Therefore, CT-based image analysis of lung cancer plays a crucial role in computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD).

In general, the challenges of CAD mainly include feature extraction and diagnostic discrimination. In feature extraction, current researches mainly focus on designing new features or feature selection to improve the description and differentiation of images,^\[[@R3],[@R4]\]^ such as morphological and texture features,^\[[@R5]--[@R7]\]^ shape features,^\[[@R8]\]^ feature selection,^\[[@R9]\]^ radiomics features,^\[[@R10],[@R11]\]^ deep learning features.^\[[@R3],[@R12]\]^ However, most of them (excepting deep features) suffer from the intra-class variation and inter-class ambiguity problem. Deep features will encounter feature fusion problems with other features. For diagnostic discrimination, a number of classical classifiers are selected for diagnosis, such as support vector machine (SVM),^\[[@R6],[@R13]\]^ Random Forest (RF),^\[[@R14]\]^ convolutional neural network (CNN).^\[[@R15],[@R16]\]^ However, each classifier has a suitable object.

As one of the CAD methods, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) can not only help doctors diagnose tumors benign or malignant but give a selection of similar annotated cases for doctors' reference. The advantage is to help doctors make a diagnosis with reference to the existing similar case diagnosis. It is useful for medical research, CAD, radiotherapy and evaluations of surgery outcome as well. In CBIR field of breast lesions, researchers have done a lot of exploration.^\[[@R17]--[@R20]\]^ For lung lesions, Ma et al^\[[@R21]\]^ proposed a CBIR method to retrieve CT imaging signs. However, few of researches concentrated on pulmonary nodule classification. Our group is engaged in the research of medical image retrieval for pulmonary nodule diagnosis.^\[[@R22]--[@R24]\]^

In CBIR, all medical images can be represented as vector collection. As mentioned above, this is similar to the feature extraction in CAD. Therefore, it is important to extract appropriate features to represent medical images. Recent research^\[[@R3]\]^ indicated multiple types of features can better represent pulmonary nodules and achieve higher classification accuracy. However, multi-feature fusion is a problem that needs to be solved because unifying multiple features into one vector is not optimal. Besides the multi-feature fusion problem, similarity measurement of tumor images is another critical issue. During retrieval process, the query image\'s features are then compared with the features of indexed images using a defined similarity measurement algorithm. The measurements can rank the images in order of the similarity. The similarity measurement usually requires learning a distance metric. Recently, distance metric learning has attracted the attention of researchers. However, the traditional distance metric learning is based on the hypotheses that data is represented by a single feature vector. It is incapable of multiple features. Due to multiple features usually have different physical properties, straightforwardly unifying multiple features to a long feature vector is not optimal. Since this would lead to curse-of- dimensionality and over-fitting problems. Semisupervised multiview distance metric learning (SSM-DML) algorithm proposed by Ref. 25 learns a muiltiview distance metric from multiple features sets to measure the similarity between cartoon data, which is under the umbrella of graph-based semisupervised learning. However, SSM-DML is graph-based and it simply calculates the distance metric between image features without considering the semantic relevance, which are learned from the labeled data. Furthermore, this algorithm is proposed for cartoon data, it is not necessarily suitable for medical tumor images.

In this paper, we propose a novel content-based multi-feature image retrieval (CBMFIR) scheme for computer-aided diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. This scheme considers developing a distance metric learning method named Multi-feature Distance Metric Learning to measure the similarity of pulmonary nodules. This new method explores multi-feature fusion problem with an integrating optimal algorithm. The learned distance metric measures the similarity of pulmonary nodules based on the semantic relevance.^\[[@R26]\]^ Based on learned distance metric, we develop a novel CBIR scheme to help doctors search for similar cases and differentiate benign from malignant pulmonary nodules.

2. Materials and methods
========================

2.1. Image dataset
------------------

For developing and testing a new CBMFIR scheme, a reference pulmonary nodule image dataset was assembled from the public available LIDC-IDRI lung CT scan images, which contained 1018 independent examination cases. In the assembled pulmonary nodule dataset, 746 nodule ROIs were extracted, in which 375 nodules were experts-identified malignant and 371 nodules were experts-identified benign. After obtaining *N* = 746 nodules ![](medi-99-e18724-i001.jpg), we extracted Haralick textures (Denote as Data1) and density related features (Denote as Data2) to represent pulmonary nodules. The Haralick texture features are connected to a 26-dimensional vector, while density related features are unified into a 2-dimensional vector. Detailed research process can be referred to our published papers.^\[[@R22]--[@R23]\]^

2.2. Content-based multi-feature image retrieval scheme
-------------------------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Overview of distance metric learning

Research in distance metric learning^\[[@R27]\]^ is driven by the need to find meaningful low-dimensional manifolds that capture the intrinsic structure of high-dimensional data. In this section, we present a novel distance metric learning algorithm.

Denote the sample dataset as ![](medi-99-e18724-i002.jpg), with ![](medi-99-e18724-i003.jpg) being the *i*th sample in the input space and *n* being the total number of samples. For better presentation, we also denote a distance metric ![](medi-99-e18724-i004.jpg) as a Mahalanobis distance between *x*~*i*~ and *x*~*j*~, which is defined as: 

In Eq. (1), ^T^ denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix, *M* is a positive semi-definite matrix. If ![](medi-99-e18724-i005.jpg) corresponds to Euclidean distance. If *M* is restricted to be a diagonal matrix, ![](medi-99-e18724-i006.jpg) represents a distance metric in which the different axes are given different weights. More generally, *M* represents a set of Mahalanobis distance. Because *M* is a positive semi-definite matrix, it can be decomposed into ![](medi-99-e18724-i007.jpg). Hence, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as: 

Therefore, learning such a distance metric is actually equivalent to finding a transformation of Euclidean distance between samples in the original high-dimensional space. During recent years, a variety of techniques^\[[@R27]\]^ have been proposed to learn such an optimal Mahalanobis distance metric ![](medi-99-e18724-i008.jpg) from training data that are given in the form of side information. We want to obtain *A* from the semantic relevance.

### 2.2.2. Similarity metric

We define similarity measures as semantic relevance.^\[[@R26]\]^ Semantic relevance can be presented by side information, which means that if 2 nodules have same labels, they are semantic relevance. Therefore, we study transformation matrix *A* according to semantic relevance.

For semantic relevance, it describes the class separability, which requires the separability measure increase when the size of the between-class scatter matrix increases or the size of the within-class scatter matrix is smaller. This can be described by the Differential Scatter Discriminant Criterion (DSDC) model,^\[[@R28]\]^ it is defined as: 

The variation is defined as: 

In (4), *S*~*W*~ is the within-class scatter matrix, *S*~*B*~ is the between-class scatter matrix. *ρ* is a nonnegative tuning parameter, which balances the relative merits of minimizing the within-class scatter to the maximization of the between-class scatter. The learned matrix *A* is the transformation matrix. With matrix *A*, we can calculate Mahalanobis distance between nodule images.

Define ![](medi-99-e18724-i009.jpg), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as: 

### 2.2.3. Multi-feature distance metric learning

Multiple types of features usually have different physical properties. Therefore, it is not optimal for straightforwardly concatenating multiple features into a long feature vector. This would cause over-fitting and curse-of-dimensionality problems. Especially, if the number of samples is not large enough, it is difficult to learn a robust distance metric in a high-dimensional feature space.

In this section, we extend single feature similarity metric to multi-feature spaces. We apply multiple types of features to learn multiple transformation matrices to construct multi-feature distance metric. We linearly combine the similarity metrics constructed from multiple feature sets through the weights ![](medi-99-e18724-i010.jpg) and add a regularizer to the weights. Thus, the objective function is as follows: 

where ![](medi-99-e18724-i011.jpg) is the *k* transformation matrix learning from the *k* feature set, ![](medi-99-e18724-i012.jpg)

Therefore, the objective function (5) is proposed to learn a distance metric for each feature set, while the objective function (6) is constructed to integrate the information of the feature sets with the combination weights. This strategy reduces the model complexity and alleviates the over-fitting problem.

To solve the objective function (6), firstly, transformation matrices ![](medi-99-e18724-i013.jpg) should be given according to Eq. (5). Afterwards, a lagrangian multiplier method is employed to obtain the optimum solution. With the Lagrange multiplier *η*, the objective function turns to: 

By setting the partial derivatives of ![](medi-99-e18724-i014.jpg) with respect to *α* and *η* to be zeros, we get: 

Combining the above equations, we get: 

Since ![](medi-99-e18724-i015.jpg), we can obtain: 

Putting this equation into (9), we can obtain: 

By multi-feature distance metric learning, we can obtain the Mahalanobis distance ![](medi-99-e18724-i016.jpg) and weight value![](medi-99-e18724-i017.jpg) corresponding to the *k* feature set. Therefore, the multi-feature Mahalanobis distance between sample *x*~*i*~ and *x*~*j*~ can be calculated as: 

### 2.2.4. Multi-feature image retrieval scheme

![](medi-99-e18724-g013){#d35e660}

### 2.2.5. CBMFIR scheme for pulmonary nodule diagnosis

With the obtained multi-feature Mahalanobis distance, we propose a CBMFIR scheme to assist doctors in diagnosing pulmonary nodules. CBMFIR-based pulmonary nodule diagnosis mainly includes 2 parts: (1) Retrieval example reference; (2) Computer-aided diagnosis.

1.  Retrieval example reference. Image retrieval can retrieve many images similar to the query image. The doctor can refer to the diagnostic experience of the retrieved similar tumor images before diagnosing pulmonary nodule benign or malignant or determining whether a biopsy is necessary.

2.  Computer-aided diagnosis. According to the retrieval examples, a malignant likelihood value of the query nodule can be calculated to measure the malignancy of this nodule. The formula is as follows (*K* is the number of retrieval examples, *M* is the number of malignant nodule):

 

Giving a threshold of *P*~*q*~ (such as *P*~*T*~ = 0.5), if ![](medi-99-e18724-i018.jpg), we conclude that the query nodule is malignant, otherwise, it is benign.

2.3. Performance assessment
---------------------------

In our real experiments, we randomly selected 400 nodule images from the pulmonary nodule dataset to serve as the training set, in which approximately 200 nodules were benign and about 200 nodules were malignant. The remaining 346 pulmonary nodule images were used as the testing dataset. All the experiment evaluations were run in Windows 7, MATLAB R2014a, Intel Core(TM) i5--5200U CPU and 4GB RAM.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme (CBMFIR) for diagnosis of pulmonary nodule lesions, extensive experiments are performed to analyze the diagnostic performance of CBMFIR algorithm in 2 settings, classification accuracy and retrieval accuracy. Therefore, we compare our proposed diagnostic scheme to several existing metric methods, including Information-Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML),^\[[@R29]\]^ Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN),^\[[@R28]\]^ SSM-DML,^\[[@R25]\]^ Kernel based Differential Scatter and Patch Alignment Distance Metric (KDPDM)^\[[@R22]\]^ and other diagnosis algorithms SVM, ELM. The experiments of performance assessment are performed in the context of pulmonary nodule dataset. We firstly introduce the parameter effects of our proposed scheme, and then compare the performance of our scheme with that of existing algorithm, including the pulmonary nodule classification accuracy and retrieval accuracy. Finally, a retrieval example is given to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed retrieval scheme.

### 2.3.1. Parameter configurations

In this subsection, the effects of several parameters are analyzed. The investigation of parameter configurations is performed based on an image retrieval task and the assembled pulmonary nodule dataset. In the experiments, some factors are configured, the tradeoff parameter *ρ* in Eq. (4), *λ* in Eq. (6). In these experiments, every experiment was repeated for 10 times with different randomly training nodules. We calculated the average performance over 10 rounds of experiments.

In our experiments, ROC curve can be drawn with varying the threshold of the malignant probability in (13). Thus the area under the curve (AUC) is used to analyze the effects of the parameters. A larger AUC value indicates a better classification performance. The AUC value calculated in the figures is a mean value of 10 experimental results.

### 2.3.2. Diagnosis performance assessment

We compare our scheme to 4 state-of-the-art algorithms for learning distance functions and distance metrics: ITML, LMNN, SSM-DML, and KDPDM. We selected KDPDM with the orthogonal case. Euclidean distance is included as comparative references.

The diagnosis performance of CBMFIR is evaluated with 2 metrics: classification accuracy and retrieval accuracy.^\[[@R22]\]^ Classification accuracy means the extent to which malignant nodules can be detected on the basis of the nodule image that are retrieved. We firstly select *K* nearest neighbor nodules with the learned Mahalanobis distance metric, and then calculate the probability of the query sample belonging to malignant nodule. With the obtained probabilities for query nodules, ROC curve can be drawn with varying the threshold of the malignant probability. Thus the AUC value from the ROC curve is used to evaluate the classification accuracy.

The second metric, retrieval accuracy, reflects the proportion of retrieval nodules that are semantic relevant (ie, in the same semantic class) to the query nodule. Retrieval accuracy is calculated by the leave-one-nodule-out method in the test dataset. The result of retrieval accuracy can be depicted by a performance curve, each value is a function of the number of retrieved nodules. According to leave-one -nodule-out manner, in the test dataset, one nodule is used as the query image, the rest of the nodules are the retrieval dataset. We calculate the distance metrics between the query nodule and the rest retrieval ones, then rank the Mahalanobis distances in ascending order. The formula of retrieval accuracy is constructed as follows: 

![](medi-99-e18724-i019.jpg) is the proportion of nodules identical to the query nodule label in the first *k* ranked nodules. *y*~*i*~ is the *i*th query nodule.

3. Results
==========

3.1. Parameter configurations
-----------------------------

In Eq. (4), the effects of the tradeoff parameter *ρ* is investigated. We vary *ρ* with \[10--8,10--6,10--4,10--2,10--1,1,101,102,104,106,108\]. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean classification accuracies and the corresponding standard deviations when parameter *ρ* varies from 10^−8^ to 10^−8^. From this figure, we can conclude that the proposed CBMFIR scheme is sensitive to *ρ*. The performance curve has a fluctuation when ![](medi-99-e18724-i020.jpg). When ![](medi-99-e18724-i021.jpg), the performance of this scheme will drop to 0.8. This illustrates that our scheme is not suitable for a large parameter *ρ*. In this experiment, we fixed the tradeoff parameter ![](medi-99-e18724-i022.jpg), the number of nodules retrieved each time is fixed at 15.

![The accuracy with different *ρ*.](medi-99-e18724-g016){#F1}

We then analyze the effect of parameter *λ* in Eq. (7). For fair comparison, we set parameter *λ* within the range \[10--3,10--2,10--1,1,10,102,103\]. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} reports the accuracy curve with respect to *λ*. It can be seen that the performance of our scheme is relatively stable when ![](medi-99-e18724-i023.jpg). This demonstrates that our scheme prefers larger parameter *λ*, the number of nodules retrieved each time is fixed at 15.

![The accuracy with different *λ*.](medi-99-e18724-g017){#F2}

3.2. Diagnosis performance assessment
-------------------------------------

Classification accuracy and retrieval accuracy are used to evaluate the diagnosis performance of the proposed CBMFIR scheme. For classification accuracy, we firstly compare the classification performance with different features:

1.  the combined features with our scheme (CBMFIR);

2.  the straightforwardly concatenating multiple features D1 and D2 into a long feature vector (D1D2);

3.  the concatenating D2 and D1 into a vector (D2D1), as reported in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Comparison of the classification accuracy with different features.

![](medi-99-e18724-g018)

According to the results of the comparison, our scheme has a better classification accuracy than that of the other features, which demonstrates that straightforwardly unifying multiple features to a long feature vector is not optimal. We then compare the classification accuracy of our scheme with that of the state-of-the-art distance metric learning algorithms. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows AUC values for CBMFIR and the baseline methods. Euclidean distance metric has the worst classification accuracy. The proposed CBMFIR has the better classification accuracy than that of other comparison algorithms. Finally, we analyze the diagnostic performance of CBMFIR with some classical diagnostic algorithms. The feature set of the classical diagnostic algorithms is a feature vector through concatenating multiple features D1 and D2. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} reports the comparison results. It can be concluded that CBMFIR performs best in pulmonary nodule diagnosis.

###### 

Comparison of the classification accuracy of distance metric learning algorithms.

![](medi-99-e18724-g019)

###### 

Comparison of the classification accuracy of classical diagnostic algorithms.

![](medi-99-e18724-g020)

For retrieval accuracy, we compare the retrieval performance between CBMFIR with other state-of-the-art distance metric learning algorithms: ITML, LMNN, KDPDM, and SSM-DML. European distance metric is included as a comparative reference. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} reports the retrieval accuracy of the comparative algorithms. Among them, CBMFIR performs best in pulmonary nodule retrieval. This indicates that multi-feature used in CBMFIR can effectively improve the retrieval accuracy. The retrieval performance of other algorithms is slightly weaker, especially when rank ≥15, the performance of ITML is significantly reduced. The retrieval performance of Euclidean distance is not bad. One possible reason is that the dimension of feature extraction is not large.

![Retrieval accuracy of distance metric algorithms. 'rank' is the number of retrieved nodules.](medi-99-e18724-g021){#F3}

3.3. Retrieval examples
-----------------------

Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} reports four retrieval examples returned by CBMFIR. In Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and C, the data set being retrieved is the training dataset; in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and D, the data set being queried is the testing dataset. According to Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, perfect search results will arrange nodules in order of increasing Mahalanobis distance metrics. Based on the diagnostic information of the retrieval results, doctors can make an evaluation of the query nodule and decide if a pathological examination is needed.

![The query nodule (left) and their top 10 retrieval nodule set. For each nodule, its class is listed below the nodule. "1" indicates that the nodule is benign and "0" represents that the nodule is malignant. All query nodules are correctly identified based on a weighted majority vote of the retrieved reference nodule sets.](medi-99-e18724-g022){#F4}

4. Discussion
=============

In this work, we propose and demonstrate the feasibility of developing a multi-feature image retrieval scheme for pulmonary nodule diagnosis. A multi-feature distance metric learning algorithm is proposed to measure the similarity of pulmonary nodules. This study has many unique features and experimental observations. First, a CBIR scheme is used to help doctors evaluate pulmonary nodules benign or malignant before pathological experiments. A retrieval set with diagnostic reports is provided to doctors for reference.

Second, multiple types of features (texture features and density related features) are used to represent pulmonary nodules. Texture features are the computer\'s point of view to identify pulmonary nodules. Density related features are the doctors' viewpoint to discriminate pulmonary nodules. They are complementary to each other.

Third, multiple types of features can better differentiate pulmonary nodules benign or malignant. A multi-feature fusion problem is investigated to propose a multi-feature distance metric learning algorithm for nodule similarity measurement. Our algorithm combines different types of features to avoid curse-of-dimensionality and over-fitting problems.

In addition to the promising results discussed above, this work also has some limitations. First, the nodule set only has 746 pulmonary nodules. A larger nodule set will be assembled in the future work. Second, this study only investigates texture features and density related features. However, there are many other types of features, which can be studied to represent pulmonary nodules. Therefore, in the subsequent work, fusion with other complement types of features would be explored to improve the diagnosis accuracy. Third, it is not enough to simply analyze image features in cancer research. Comprehensive genetic data and pathological reports of cancer diagnosis methods need to be studied in the future. Fourth, there are many empirically determined parameters in the proposed algorithm. However, we only use a search method to choose best parameters in the systematic experiments. Consequently, a more adaptively optimization method is investigated to study the optimal parameters.

5. Conclusions
==============

In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of developing a multi-feature distance metric to measure the similarity of the query nodule and pulmonary nodule dataset for pulmonary nodule medical image retrieval. This multi-feature distance metric could combine multiple types of features of pulmonary nodules. The proposed retrieval scheme provides a reference for doctor\'s diagnosis. Experimental evaluations based on the proposed scheme suggest the effectiveness in the diagnosis of pulmonary nodules.
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